BOWLS
basic
HOBBIT a larger pasta/stew bowl $18
SATISFY a basic bowl for everyday yogurt/cereal/soup, 6″ wide, 3″ deep: $14
TASTE: a lovely small bowl for one scoop of ice cream, 4″ wide, 2″ deep: $10
SIDE for condiments: $8
TAPAS/TREASURE a shallow dish with swirl, about 3″ wide: $6
other
NON-TIPPY TODDLER The name says it all. This bowl has a wider base for sturdiness. 4.5″
wide, 1.5″ deep: $8
SQUARE BOWL, lovely for small portions of rice or almonds; 3” wide,2” tall: $6
RAMEN! with bold footing and gorgeous form, 7″ wide, 4″ deep. Also for Serious Cereal
Eaters… $22
GENEROUS: SHALLOW a wider, main-course bowl for soup, pasta, salad. 9″ wide, 2″ deep:
$16
GENEROUS: HOBBIT bold, handsome form, 6″ wide, 3″ deep: $16
present
SIDE 10” wide, 2” deep.
SERVE 12” wide, 3” depth
SALAD 14” wide, 2″ depth, $64
ENTERTAIN 18″ wide, 2″ deep: $62

CUPS
HYDRATE 6″, ripple or straight style $16
SIMPLE 4″, ripple or straight style $12
TINY CUP FOR TINY HANDS, 2″, $8

SIPPERS for tea, whisky and more
STRAIGHT UP (for your stiff drink of choice) 3″, bold style footing $12
GARDEN CUP this lovely cup is a raw exterior decorated with a carved floral design. Interior
and lip glazed for easy cleaning. 3” tall, 2” wide. $20

TEA and COFFEE
MUGS The best! $32
TEA-STEEPING BOWL a mug lid for steeping and tea bags. $6
MILK PITCHER med holds about 2 cups of milk or cream. $30
MILK PITCHER sm holds enough milk or cream for one. $20
SUGAR POT, about 2.5″ tall and holds about a half a cup of sugar. $22
HONEY HIVE a 3″ stout container with a lid holding about a cup of honey: $42

QUEEN BEE HONEY HIVE This one holds a lot more and its bigger, family style, about 5″ tall:
$62

PLATES
SMALL dessert / kids (6” wide) $16
MEDIUM breakfast/lunch(8” wide) $18
LARGE dinner (10” wide) $20
All sizes are aproximate; no pot is the same .

